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Next Run 2265
Date:

MON 23 May 2022

Hare:

Rooted

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Hare:

DAGS

Theme:

DV8
Back to school

DAGS hacienda, 72, Warburton Avenue, Padbury.

Run
N Freeway, L Hepburn Ave, R Gibson Ave, L Warburton Ave,
Site:

LFV

Grub: YES

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Shit Scraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs

Run #
2266
2267

Date
Tuesday 7 June
13 June

Hares
Blow Job
Sir Kumsize

Van Driver
C-Man
Coops

2268

20 June

VOLUNTEER NEEDED

DAGS

2269

27 June

DAGS

Dick Van

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU need to find someone to swap out with. Contact the
On Sec:- Hard Case. hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2264 – Troppo and Kazi @ Penistone Park,
Greenwood
Preamble:
Due to close proximity of tonight’s run our car pool was on “get your own way there mode”. It was
only Rooted and yours truly as our esteemed GM Donka was off snorkelling and sunning himself
in the Christmas and the Cocos Islands. Monday was what we would call in Scotland “a richt dreich
day”, whereas in Perth it was close to a 1 in 100 years storm! Our experienced Hare Troppo chose
the site well and we had good cover from the elements at the new changing rooms at Penistone
Park. It was a Survivor brigade at the Hash tonight with only 29 brave souls turning up, most like
myself kitted out to survive a real soaking!
The Run:
Stand-in GM tonight is none other than C-Man who in his inimitable fashion quickly takes
command. He could not pass up the occasion of talking about the latest federal election result
and was over the moon as the price of crayfish had risen by A$3 each!

Troppo is invited to take to the crate to give us directions. Alas he and his co-opted Co-hare Kazi
did make a valiant attempt to set the run in the afternoon but in the absence of waterproof chalk
they failed!
Kazi being the current RA was in the firing line for not controlling the weather tonight but to be
fair he did manage to keep the rains storms at bay at least for the duration of the Run.
Troppo advised that in lieu of a Drink Stop (not a good idea
tonight] that he would put on a carton for the Members upon
their return from the Run. It would be a live Hare run/walk
with Bravefart, duly briefed by Troppo, leading the Running
Pack and Troppo himself leading the Walking Pack.
A brave Running Pack of 7 Hashers took off into the howling
wind following the “live” Hare Bravefart who was lit like a Xmas
tree – just missing the fairy on his head! The rest of us, less
the skiver’s staying at the Van, duly followed our “live” Hare
Troppo. The FWB consisted of the “usual suspects” – Spud/CMan/HardCase with believe it or not Gasman keeping pace with
us. New member Edd was also champing at our heels. It would
not be a Hash without a few FT’s and Troppo made sure he
introduced a few of these together with some check holds to
keep all of the Walking Pack pretty much together on the
imaginary trail – although to be fair to the Hares there were a few 4’s surviving the rains storms.
Close to home we had a song stop that brought the Walking Pack together. I had no spy in the
camp of the Running Pack tonight so I am unable to provide any commentary on their run but I’m
sure that they too were happy to come home dry!
It was 6.5Km for the Running Pack and I recorded just 4Km for the Walking pack.
Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks
Visitors:
None Tonight
Returniks:
• Mental Disorder – sex tourist in Cambodia
•

Arseholeo – sex tourist in Cambodia

•

Voodoo – been up in the Pilbara with his sidekick GDC prospecting for manganese

•

Gasman – same as usual been working up North blowing things up!

•

Squirt – been working in Queensland and then offshore Karratha

Covid Report:
The Covid hits keep decimating Hamersley Hash. Latest unfortunates are:Stir – Day 4 - a slight headache but not much energy, although that tends to be normal these
days!
DAGS – I believe I copped the worst on Thurs/Friday thinking it was from our flue injections.
CTM is handling it well thank goodness but only did a Covid test on Monday that was positive.
We are over the worst now and just hope it doesn't drag on.
Pole Polisher – Fairing very well. Forced 7 days off work in isolation renovating a room in his
house. All good now and pretty much back to normal.
General Business:
First up as usual is Rooted who tells us that he has just joined the OSH [Octogenarian Surviving
Hasher] Club on Saturday. Rooted advises that he is putting on a carton for the members in
recognition of this very significant milestone that he has achieved. He then proceeds with a joke
for the physically challenged members to allow them to be seated. Fall guys tonight for the joke
were the JM’s Shit Scraper and Molly Dooker and it was something about a sex rodeo! That set
C-Man off telling us about his unfortunate dating experience with two ladies who he was courting
at the same time meeting each other when he had his arm around one of them!
C-Man has not lost his touch and has sex tourist Arseholeo on Ice for allowing an LBFM to wear
a Hamersley shirt and then spreading her photo far and wide on social media.
Bravefart commented on the super hot jerky as part of the snacks tonight and C-Man reckoned
it was his ploy to raise the beer sales tonight.
Troppo advises that he will be stand-in GM at next week’s run at DAGS house and asks all
attendees to wear tropical gear in the circle and also bring a joke or two to share. There might
be Pina Coladas!
Spud advises that he has received a positive response for his idea of a Rotto in Bali revisited and
that it would be on the last weekend of October 2022. JM Shit Scraper reckoned that he would
be proceeding up to Chiang Mai after Rotto in Bali for a run with the Bunnies – hopefully there
are not a few new bunnies since your last visit there! Bravefart, Baron and Mental Disorder also
seemed to be planning to join the next Mekong Indo China run in November back in Cambodia. At
this juncture C-Man strongly reminded everyone that they need to be back in Perth for
Hamersley’s 44th anniversary at the AGM Run on Monday 14 November 2022. He needed to repeat
himself a couple of times for some of our slower members to appreciate the importance of 44!
Charges:
Just before raising his charge McAffluent [I could have called him McEffluent but I don’t want
to be end up in a defamation case like Johnny Depp!] tries to get on the good side of stand-in GM
C-Man by buying him a “bush chook”. That’s an Emu Export – only drunk by “real” Hashmen!
McAffluent then charges Voodoo as he claims that it was one of his race of Dutchmen who were
the instigators of the current infection of Monkey Pox now sweeping the globe. McAffluent
claims that it all started with the Dutch in Spain during the 80 years war in 1548 [Scribes note:
- the 80 yeas war was actually 1568 to 1648]. Voodoo claims that he was in the Pilbara! – I think
that the charge may have gone over his head a bit! Voodoo then tries to tell a story about him

and his returning sidekick GDC in the Pilbara but that ended up going way over the heads of those
in the circle. Talk of housekeepers did ring a bell with C-Man though!
Rooted made the comment that McAffluent should drop the K and “Money Pox” was a more fitting
moniker for him!
C-Man then makes his first attempt at charging On Sec HardCase for being off the pace on
tonight’s run and allowing Gasman to keep up with FWB’s exalted company! At this point
McAffluent intervenes and will not hear a bad word said about his “good mate” HardCase and
saves him by buying C-Man 6 – yes 6 - “bush chooks”.
Spud charges Tampax for not plugging the Van into the changing rooms external power as he said
it was not working until Song Master ELF plugged in his PA system and it powered up! DD Tampax!
C-Man must have some thirst as he has another charge against HardCase for directing him and
Spud off on a FT. Another ”bush chook” miraculously appears courtesy of McAffluent.
Mention was made of the new Hoodies and Coops asks when Haberdash Precious is going to order
Teal coloured ones!
WOW:
Whoever claims that RA Kazi was slow off the mark have got it wrong as he too tries to make a
trumped up charge against HardCase, even though we are on WOW, and McAffluent produces
the goods once again – must have been a good horse that he backed!
Spud, never one to miss a trick, then gets on the band wagon and tries to charge HardCase and
does not need to expand upon his charge before another free beer comes his way from you
guessed it – McAffluent.
RA Kazi says that he and the Hare Troppo did make an effort to mark the trail but were defeated
by the storms in the afternoon. He thanks Bravefart for doing the “live” Hare for the Running
pack and Troppo for the Walking pack.
Mental Disorder nominates his travelling sex tourist companion, Arseholeo, for an escapade with
an LBFM in the storm forgetting where his hotel was and paying a Tuk Tuk driver for a 100 metre
ride to it!
Arseholeo repays the favour by nominating his sex tourist mate Mental Disorder with his own
story about the trip and him getting in the poo with his missus.
Gasman nominates Mental Disorder for being dumber than Arseholeo if that was possible!
C-Man rightly states that in Hash there should be no tales on tour and that’s why this Rag will
self destruct after you have read it!
The “bush chooks’ have done there job and C-Man is on a roll and nominates HardCase for the
same thing that he charged him with – dropping his walking pace and allowing Gasman to keep up
with the FWB brigade.
C-Man then nominates Short Horn for blinding everyone with his 2,000 lumens head torch and
not removing his hat during the Song Stop on the Walkers trail but continuing to have a piss
instead!
RA Kazi as is is won’t is not swayed by such frivolous charges and calls in the WIW [Wanker In
Waiting] McAffluent and anoints him as this week’s WOW. The incumbent WOW Flasher is MIA
tonight so another WOW shirt is produced and it fits McAffluent like a glove! DD to him.

Run Report:
Popeye is asked for his report on the Runners trail. It was shit weather but we didn’t get wet
says he [RA Kazi should have got himself more kudos from that] and it was a decent trail well led
by “live” Hare Bravefart. He awards the run a score of 8 / 10.
Rooted is called upon to do a similar report on the Walkers trail. Rooted reckoned it was a brilliant
walk and gives it a score of 11 / 10 [it’s obvious that it was not Maths that he used to teach!].
Next Week’s Run:
Rooted & DAGS at DAGS hacienda, 72, Warburton Ave, Padbury. [Park opposite in the shopping
centre car park].
Next week’s Van driver:
DV8
Hash Lunch:
Mel Adjusted is currently working up North so no information on the next Hash lunch yet but
watch this space though
Hares Act:
Troppo thanks his Co-hare Kazi and Uber Eats man MauSei.
He sings a song that he wrote a few years ago about a Hash with no Beer. A good effort well done
Troppo. C-Man is happy too as somehow the song’s lyrics encouraged his benefactor tonight,
McAffluent, to produce another “bush chook” for him.
Song:
Gasman is given the honour of leading the members into circle closing song and surprises us all –
well me at least – by choosing H.A.M.E.R.S.L.E.Y.
ON ON
Donka / C-Man / HardCase 28/52

